Precise local resection for hepatocellular carcinoma based on tumor-surrounding vascular anatomy revealed by 3D analysis.
Local resection for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) has been traditionally performed non-anatomically. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of precise local resection of HCC according to the anatomy of tumor-surrounding vessels revealed by three-dimensional (3D) analysis technique. The CT datasets of the livers of the patients with HCC were analyzed three-dimensionally. The tumor-bearing vessels were identified and virtually resected, and the depending parenchymal volume was calculated for definition of an optimal liver division plane. The actual local resections were then carried out according to the simulations. Precise local resection based on tumor-surrounding vascular anatomy was performed in 13 HCC patients. Both resection margin and volume were significantly correlated with those predicted by preoperative simulations. After precise local resection, neither ischemia nor congestion was observed in the remnant livers. All patients obtained adequate resection margins, without recurrences in the resection sites after a median follow-up time of 18 months. Local resection for HCC can be carried out precisely according to the anatomy of tumor-surrounding vessels when guided by a 3D analysis. This precise procedure will enhance both the accuracy and safety of traditional local resection.